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Chicago’s increase in cases driven by younger adults
New COVID-19 case rates increasing and similar across all major race-ethnicities in Chicago

Chi.gov/coviddash
Daily COVID-19 Chicago resident hospitalizations and 7-day rolling average
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Acute Non-ICU Beds Occupied by COVID-19 Patients (3/19/2020 - 4/9/2021)

ICU Beds Occupied by COVID-19 Patients (3/19/2020 - 4/9/2021)
Efficiency Goals: 97% of doses allocated were distributed. Meeting goal: 95%+

Data as of 4/10/21. Distributed doses are those that have been ordered by CDPH to local providers or transferred directly to pharmacies.
Efficiency Goals: 7 Days after delivery, 91% of doses were administered. Meeting goal: 85%+

Data as of 4/10/21. Deliveries include doses delivered to providers via federal partnership programs. Doses delivered and administered by Veterans Administration and Bureau of Federal Prisons are not included.
Figure: Cases of SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern detected in Chicago residents – Jan-March 2021

*One case of B.1.1.7 was detected in December 2020.
IF YOU LIVE IN ANY OF THE ZIP CODES LISTED ON THE MAP
GET VACCINATED AT

ALL SITES ARE PFIZER SUPPORTED

FOR THOSE WITHOUT INTERNET ACCESS,
CALL 312-746-4335

- You must be 18 years of age or older
- If you do not reside in the zip codes listed above, your appointment will NOT be accepted
- Proof of address required
- No insurance or government ID required

CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
SIGN UP AT HTTPS://EVENTS.JUVARE.COM/IL-IDPH/62NXT/

RICHARD M. DALEY COLLEGE
SIGN UP AT HTTPS://EVENTS.JUVARE.COM/IL-IDPH/WS9ST/

APOTOLIC FAITH CHURCH
SIGN UP AT HTTPS://EVENTS.JUVARE.COM/IL-IDPH/HVB3C/

CHICAGO.GOV/COVIDVAX